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Abstract
Machine learning in medical imaging during clinical routine is impaired by changes in scanner protocols, hardware, or policies resulting in a heterogeneous set of acquisition settings.
When training a deep learning model on an initial static training set, model performance
and reliability suffer from changes of acquisition characteristics as data and targets may
become inconsistent. Continual learning can help to adapt models to the changing environment by training on a continuous data stream. However, continual manual expert labelling
of medical imaging requires substantial effort. Thus, ways to use labelling resources efficiently on a well chosen sub-set of new examples is necessary to render this strategy feasible.
Here, we propose a method for continual active learning operating on a stream of medical
images in a multi-scanner setting. The approach automatically recognizes shifts in image acquisition characteristics – new domains –, selects optimal examples for labelling and
adapts training accordingly. Labelling is subject to a limited budget, resembling typical real
world scenarios. In order to avoid catastrophic forgetting while learning on new domains
the proposed method utilizes a rehearsal memory. To demonstrate generalizability, we
evaluate the effectiveness of our method on three tasks: cardiac segmentation, lung nodule
detection and brain age estimation. Results show that the proposed approach outperforms
other active learning methods on a continuous data stream with domain shifts.
Keywords: Continual learning, Active learning, Domain adaptation.

1. Introduction
The performance of deep learning models in the clinical environment is hampered by frequent changes in scanner hardware, imaging protocols, and heterogeneous composition of
acquisition routines. Ideally, models trained on a large data set should be continuously
adapted to the changing characteristics of the data stream acquired in imaging depart©2022 Perkonigg, Hofmanninger, Herold, Prosch, and Langs. License: CC-BY 4.0.
https://www.melba-journal.org/papers/2022:007.html.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup: A model is pre-trained on scanner A data (base training) and
then subsequently updated on a data stream gradually including data of scanner B, C and
D. (a) The accuracy of a model trained on a static data set of only scanner A drops as data
from other scanner appear in the data stream. (b) Continual learning can incorporate new
knowledge, but requires all samples in the data stream to be labelled. (c) Active continual
learning actively chooses the labels to annotated from the stream and is able to keep the
model up to date while limiting the annotation effort.

ments. However, training on a data stream of images acquired solely by recent acquisition
technology can lead to catastrophic forgetting (McCloskey and Cohen, 1989), a deterioration of performance on preceding domains or tasks, see Figure 1 (a). Therefore, a continual
learning strategy is required to counteract forgetting. Counteracting forgetting is important
in medical imaging to ensure backward compatibility of the model, as well as to enable faster
adaptation to possibly related domains in the future. Model training in a medical context
requires expert labelling of data in new domains. This is often prohibitively expensive and
time-consuming. Therefore, reducing the number of cases requiring labelling, while still
providing training with the variability necessary to generalize well, is a key challenge in
active learning on medical images (Budd et al., 2019). Here, we propose an active learning
approach to make efficient use of annotation resources during continual machine learning.
In a continual data stream of examples from an unlabelled distribution, it identifies those
that are most informative if labelled next.
We focus on accounting for domain shifts occurring in a continual data stream, without
knowledge about when those shifts occur. Figure 1 depicts the scenario our method is
designed for. A deep learning model is trained on a base data set of labelled data of one
2
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domain (Scanner A), afterwards it is exposed to the data stream in which scanners B, C
and D occur. For each sample of the data stream, continual active learning has to take a
decision on whether or not labelling is required for the given image. Labelled images are
then used for continual learning with a rehearsal memory. Previously proposed continual
active learning methods either disregard domain shifts in the training distribution or assume
that the domain membership of images is known (Lenga et al., 2020; Özgün et al., 2020;
Karani et al., 2018). However, this knowledge can not be assumed in clinical practice due
to the variability in encoding the meta data (Gonzalez et al., 2020). Therefore, a technique
to detect those domain shifts in a continuous data stream is needed. A combination of
continual active learning with automatic detection of domain shifts is desirable to ensure
that models can deal with a diverse and growing number of image acquisition settings, and
at the same time minimizing the manual efforts and resources needed to keep the models
up to date.
Contribution Here, we propose an continual active learning method. The approach operates without domain membership knowledge and learns by selecting informative samples
to annotate from a continuous data stream. We first run a base training on data of a single
scanner. Subsequently, the continuous data stream is observed and domain shifts in the
stream are detected. This detection triggers the labelling of samples of the newly detected
pseudo-domain and knowledge about the new samples is incorporated to the model. At the
same time, the model should not forget knowledge about previous domains, thus we evaluate the final model on data from all observed domains. Our approach combines continual
active learning with a novel domain detection method for continual learning. We refer to
our approach as Continual Active Learning for Scanner Adaptation (CASA). CASA uses
a rehearsal method to alleviate catastrophic forgetting and an active labelling approach
without prior domain knowledge. CASA is designed to learn on a continuous stream of
medical images under the restriction of a labelling budget, to keep the required manual
annotation effort low. The present paper expands on our prior work on continual active
learning (Perkonigg et al., 2021b). In this prior work we introduced the novel setup on
active and continual learning on a data stream of medical imaging and proposed the CASA
method. Here, we expand the approach in several ways: (1) The pseudo-domain assignment
is refined and simplified. While previous work used a method based on isolation forests (Liu
et al., 2008), in this work we use a distance metric for pseudo-domain assignment. (2) Experiments with two additional machine learning tasks, cardiac segmentation in MR imaging
and lung nodule detection in CT are included to demonstrate the generalizability of CASA.
(3) Active learning with uncertainty is added as a reference method across all experiments
to compare the performance of CASA. (4) A more detailed analysis of the composition of
the rehearsal memory, and the influence of the sequential nature of the data stream are
included.

2. Related Work
The performance of machine learning models can be severely hampered by changes in image
acquisition settings (Castro et al., 2020; Glocker et al., 2019; Prayer et al., 2021). Harmonization can counter this in medical imaging (Fortin et al., 2018; Beer et al., 2020), but
requires all data to be available at once, a condition not feasible in an environment where
3
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data arrives continually. Domain adaptation (DA) addresses domain shifts, and in particular approaches dealing with continuously shifting domains are related to the proposed
method. Wu et al. (2019) showed how to adapt a machine learning model for semantic
segmentation of street scenes under different lightning conditions. Rehearsal methods for
domain adaptation have been shown to perform well on benchmark data sets such as rotated MNIST (Bobu et al., 2018) or Office-31 (Lao et al., 2020). In the area of medical
imaging, DA is used to adapt between different image acquisition settings Guan and Liu
(2021). However, similar to harmonization, most DA methods require that source and
target domains are accessible at the same time.
Continual learning (CL) is used to incorporate new knowledge into ML models without
forgetting knowledge about previously seen data. For a detailed review on CL see (Parisi
et al., 2019; Delange et al., 2021). An overview of the potential of CL combined with medical
imaging combined is given in (Pianykh et al., 2020). Ozdemir et al. (2018) used continual
learning to incrementally add new anatomical regions into a segmentation model. Related
to this work, CL has been used for domain adaptation for chest X-ray classification (Lenga
et al., 2020) and for brain MRI segmentation (Özgün et al., 2020). Karani et al. (2018)
proposed a simple, yet effective approach for lifelong learning for brain MRI segmentation by
using separate batch normalization layers for each protocol. The rehearsal memory approach
of our work is closely related to dynamic memory, a continual learning method based on an
image style-based rehearsal memory (Hofmanninger et al., 2020; Perkonigg et al., 2021a).
However dynamic memory assumes a fully labelled data set, while this approach limits the
annotation need by using an active stream-based selective sampling method.
Active Learning is an area of research where the goal is to identify samples to label next
to minimize annotation effort, while maximizing training efficiency. A detailed review of
active learning in medical imaging is given in (Budd et al., 2019). In context of this review
our work is closest related to stream-based selective sampling. Also Pianykh et al. (2020)
discuss human-in-the-loop concepts with continual learning, which is similar to the approach
presented in this work. Active learning was used to classify fundus and histopathological
images by Smailagic et al. (2020) in an incremental learning setting. Zhou et al. (2021)
combine transfer learning and active learning to choose samples for labelling based on
entropy and diversity. They show the benefits of their method on polyp detection and
pulmonary embolism detection. Different from the proposed method, those approaches do
not take data distribution shifts during training into account and do not perform selective
sampling based on a continuous data stream.

3. Methods
The continual active learning method CASA uses a rehearsal memory and performs active
training sample selection from an unlabelled, continuous data stream S to keep a task
model up-to-date under the presence of domain shifts, while at the same time countering
forgetting. For active sample labelling an oracle can be queried to return task annotations
y = o(x) | x ∈ S. In a real world clinical setting this oracle can be thought of as a radiologist.
Due to the cost of manual labelling, the queries to the oracle are limited by the labelling
budget β. CASA aims at training a task network on a continuous data stream under the
restriction of β, while at the same time alleviating catastrophic forgetting. CASA detects
4
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Figure 2: Overview of the CASA algorithm. Each sample from the data stream is processed
by the pseudo-domain module to decide whether its routed to the oracle or to the outlier
memory. Whenever a new item is added to the outlier memory it is evaluated if a new
pseudo-domain (pd) should be created. The oracle labels a sample and stores it in the
training memory, from which the task module trains a network. Binary decision alternatives
resulting in discarding the sample are left out for clarity of the figure.
pseudo-domains to keep a diverse set of training samples in the rehearsal memory. Those
pseudo-domains are formed by groups of examples with similar appearance. Similarity is
measured as style difference of images. The proposed method consists of a pseudo-domain
module, a task module and and two memories (outlier memory and training rehearsal
memory), that are controlled by the CASA-Algorithm described in the following.
3.1 CASA Training Scheme
Before starting continual training, the task module is pre-trained on a labelled data set
L = {hi1 , l1 i, . . . , hiL , lL i} of image-label pairs hi, li obtained on a particular scanner (base
training). This base training is a conventional epoch based training procedure assuming
a static, fully labelled data set. In this training phase samples can be revisited in a supervised training scheme without restriction of the labelling budget. After base training is
finished, continual training is started from a model which performs well on data of a single
scanner. Continual active training follows the scheme depicted in Figure 2 and outlined in
Algorithm 1. First, an input-mini-batch B = {x1 , . . . , xB } is drawn from S and the pseudodomain module evaluates the style embedding (see Section 3.2) of each image x ∈ B. Based
on this embedding, a decision is taken to store x in one of the memories (O or M) or discard
5
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x. The fixed sized training memory M = {hm1 , n1 , d1 i . . . , hmM , nM , dM i}, where m is the
image, n the corresponding label and d the assigned pseudo-domain, holds samples the task
network can be trained on. Labels n can only be generated by querying the oracle o(x), and
are subject to the limited labelling budget β. M is initialized with a random subset of L
before starting continual training. Pseudo-domain detection is performed within the outlier
memory O = {ho1 , c1 i . . . , hon , cn i}, which holds a set of unlabelled images. o represents the
image and c is a counter, how long the image is part of O. Details about the outlier memory
are given in Section 3.5. Given that training has not saturated on all pseudo-domains, a
training step is performed by sampling training-mini-batches T = {ht1 , u1 i, . . . , htT , uT i} of
size T from M, and training the task module (Section 3.3) for one step. This process is
continued by drawing the next mini-batch B from S.
3.2 Pseudo-domain module
CASA does not assume direct knowledge about domains (e.g. scanner vendor, scanning
protocol). Therefore, in the pseudo-domain module the style of each image x is evaluated
and x is assigned to a pseudo-domain. Pseudo-domains represent groups of images which
exhibit similar style. A set of pseudo-domains D = {hc1 , d1 , p̄1 i . . . hcD , dD , p̄D i} is defined
by their style embedding center cj and the maximum distance dj from cj that an image
is considered belonging to pseudo-domain j. In addition, a running average p̄j of the
performance on j for each pseudo-domain j ∈ {1, . . . , D} is stored.
Style embedding A style embedding is calculated for an image x based on a style network
pre-trained on a different dataset (not necessarily related to the task) and not updated
during training. The choice of the style network is dependent on the dataset used for
training, the specific style networks used in this paper are discussed in Section 4.2. From
this network, we evaluate the style of an image based on the gram matrix Gl ∈ RNl ×Nl , where
Nl is the number of feature maps in layer l. Following (Gatys et al., 2016; Hofmanninger
et al., 2020), Glij (x) is defined as the inner product between the vectorized activations fil (x)
and fjl (x) of two feature maps i and j in a layer l given a sample image x:
Glij (x) =

1
fil (x)> fjl (x)
Nl Ml

(1)

where Ml denotes the number of elements in the vectorized feature map. Based on the
gram matrix a style embedding e(x) is defined: For a set of convolutional layers C of the
style network, gram matrices (Gl | l ∈ C) are calculated and Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the embedding to a fixed size of e. PCA
is fitted on style embeddings of the base training set.
Pseudo-domain assignment CASA uses pseudo-domains to assess if training for a specific style is needed and to diversify the memory M. A new image x ∈ B is assigned to the
pseudo-domain minimizing the distance between the center of the pseudo-domain and the
style embedding e(x) according to the following equation:

arg min |e(x) − cd | if |e(x) − cd | < dd
d
p(x) =
|d∈D
(2)
−1,
otherwise
6
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Algorithm 1: CASA Training Algorithm
Input : Pre-trained task model t, continual data stream S, limited budget β,
task-memory M, outlier memory O, b training steps per batch
1 while B ← nextBatch(S) do
2
for x ∈ B do
3
e ← styleembedding(x)
4
pd ← pd-assignment(e)
5
if pd == −1 then
6
O.add(x)
7
end if
8
else
9
if pd-complete (pd) then
10
if β > 0 then
11
M.add(x)
12
β ←β−1
13
end if
14
end if
15
end if
16
end for
17
N ← newPseudodomainCheck(O, β) ;
/* elements of discovered pd */
18
if N 6= ∅ then
19
for n ∈ N do
20
if β > 0 then
21
M.add(x)
22
β ←β−1
23
end if
24
end for
25
end if
26
for i ← 0 to b do
27
T ← sample(M)
28
train(t, T )
29
end for
30 end while
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If p(x) = −1, the image is added to the outlier memory O from which new pseudodomains are detected (see Section 3.5). For the threshold distance dd , let Md be the subset
of samples assigned to domain d. Then dd is calculated as two times the mean distance
between the center of d and the style embedding of all samples in Md :
P
2
x∈Md (cd − e(x))
dd = 2 ·
(3)
|Md |
If the pseudo-domain p(x) is known and has completed training, we discard the image,
otherwise it is added to M according to the strategy described in Section 3.4.
Average performance metric p̄j is the running average of a performance metric of the
target task calculated on the last P elements of pseudo-domain j that have been labelled
by the oracle. The performance metric is measured before training on the sample. p̄j is
used to evaluate if the pseudo-domain completed training, that is p̄j > k for classification
tasks and p̄j < k for regression tasks, where k is a fixed performance threshold. If that
threshold is reached, subsequent samples assigned to the corresponding pseudo-domain do
not require manual annotation. The specific choice of the performance metric depends on
the learning task, see Section 4.2 for the metrics used in the experiments of this work.
3.3 Task module
The task module is responsible for learning the target task (e.g. cardiac segmentation),
where the main component of this module is the task network (t(x) 7→ y), mapping from
input image x to target label y. During base training, this module is trained on a labelled
data set L. During continual active training, the module is updated in every step by drawing
n training-input-batches T from the memory M and performing a training step on each of
the batches. The aim of CASA is to train a task module performing well on images of all
image acquisition settings available in S without suffering catastrophic forgetting.
3.4 Training memory
The M sized training memory M is balanced between the pseudo-domains currently in D.
Each of the D pseudo-domains can occupy up to M
D elements in the memory. If a new
pseudo-domain is added to D (see Section 3.5) a random subset of elements of all previous
domains is flagged for deletion, so that only M
D elements are kept protected in M. If a
new element e = hmk , nk , dk i is inserted to M and M
D is not reached, an element currently
flagged for deletion is replaced by e. Otherwise the element will replace the one in M, which
is of the same pseudo-domain and minimizes the distance between the style embeddings.
Formally, the element with index ξ is replaced:
ξ(i) = arg min(e(mk ) − e(mj ))2 | nk = nj , j ∈ {1, . . . , M }.

(4)

j

3.5 Outlier memory and pseudo-domain detection
The outlier memory O holds candidate examples that do not fit an already identified pseudodomain, and might form a new pseudo-domain by themselves. Whether they form a pseudodomain is determined based on their proximity in the style embedding space. Examples
8
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are stored until they are assigned a new pseudo-domain, or if a fixed number of training
steps z is reached. If no new pseudo-domain is discovered for an image within z steps, it is
considered a ’real’ outlier and removed from the outlier memory. Within O, new pseudodomains are discovered, and subsequently added to D. The discovery process is started
when |O| = o, where o is a fixed threshold of minimum elements in O. To detect a dense
region in the style embedding space of samples in the outlier memory, the pairwise euclidean
distances of all elements in O are calculated. If there is a group of images for which all
pair-wise distances are below a threshold t, a new pseudo-domain is established by these
images. For all elements belonging to the new pseudo-domain, labels are queried from the
oracle and they are transferred from O to M.

4. Experimental Setup
We evaluate CASA on data streams containing imaging data sampled from different scanners. To demonstrate the generalizability of CASA to a range of different areas in medical
imaging, three different tasks are evaluated:
• Cardiac segmentation on cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) data
• Lung nodule detection in computed tomography (CT) images of the lung
• Brain Age Estimation on T1-weighted MRI data
For all tasks, the performance of CASA is compared to several baseline techniques (see
Section 4.3).
4.1 Data set
Cardiac segmentation 2D cardiac segmentation experiments were performed on data
from a multi-center, multi-vendor challenge data set (Campello et al., 2021). The data set
included CMR data from four different scanner vendors (Siemens, General Electric, Philips
and Canon), where we considered each vendor as a different domain. We split the data
into base training, continual training, validation, and test set on a patient level. Table 1
(a) shows the number of slices for each domain in those splits. Manual annotations for left
ventricle, right ventricle and left ventricular myocardium were provided. 2D images were
center-cropped to 240×196px and normalized to a range of [0-1]. In the continual data set,
the scanners appeared in the order Siemens, GE, Philips and Canon and are referred to
Scanner C1-C4.
Lung nodule detection For lung nodule detection, we used two data sources: the
LIDC-database (Armato et al., 2011), with the annotations as provided for the LUNA16challenge (Setio et al., 2017) and the LNDb challenge data set (Pedrosa et al., 2019). Lung
nodule detection was performed as 2D bounding box detection, therefore bounding boxes
around annotated lesions were constructed for all available lung nodule annotations. From
LIDC, the three most common domains, in terms of scanner vendor and reconstruction
kernel, were used to collect a data set suitable for continual learning with shifting domains. Those domains were GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS with low frequency reconstruction
algorithm (GE/L), GE MEDICAL SYSTEM with high frequency reconstruction algorithm
9
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Base
Continual
Validation
Test

Siemens (C1)
1120
614
234
228

Base
Continual
Validation
Test

GE/L (L1)
253
136
53
85

GE (C2)
0
720
248
246

Philips (C3)
0
2206
220
216

Canon (C4)
0
758
258
252

Total
1120
4298
960
942

LNDb (L4)
0
479
55
91

Total
253
883
141
220

(a) Cardiac segmentation data set

GE/H (L2)
0
166
23
26

Siemens (L3)
0
102
10
18

(b) Lung nodule detection data set

Base
Continual
Validation
Test

1.5T IXI (B1)
201
52
31
31

1.5T OASIS (B2)
0
190
23
23

3.0T IXI (B3)
0
146
18
18

3.0T OASIS (B4)
0
1504
187
187

Total
201
1892
259
259

(c) Brain age estimation data set

Table 1: Splitting of the data sets into a base training, continual training, validation, and
test set. The number of cases in each split are shown.
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(GE/H) and Siemens with B30f kernel (Siemens). In addition, data from LNDb was used
as a forth domain which was comprised of data from multiple Siemens scanners. For LNDb,
nodules with a diameter < 3mm were excluded to match the definition in LIDC. Image
intensities were cropped from -1024 to 1024 and normalized to [0-1]. From the images 2D
slices were extracted and split into base training, continual training, validation and test
data set according to Table 1 (b). For all continual learning experiments, the order of the
domains was GE/L, GE/H, Siemens and LNDb, those are referred to as L1-L4.
Brain age estimation Data pooled from two different data sets containing three different
scanners was used for brain age estimation. The IXI data set1 and data from OASIS-3
(LaMontagne et al., 2019) was used to collect a continual learning data set. From IXI, we
used data from a Philips Gyroscan Intera 1.5T and a Philips Intera 3.0T scanner, from
OASIS-3 we used data from a Siemens Vision 1.5T and a Siemens TrioTim 3.0T scanner.
Images were resized to 64x128x128px and normalized to a range between 0 and 1. Data
was split into base base training, continual training, validation and test set (see Table 1
(c)). In continual training data occurred in the order: Philips 1.5T, Siemens 1.5T, Philips
3.0T and Siemens 3.0T, the scanner domains are referred to B1-B4 in the following.
4.2 Experimental setup

Hyperparameters Multiple hyperparamters are used in CASA. In the experiments the
focus is to analyze those parameters with the most influence on the methods performance
are the memory size M and the labelling budget β. These two parameters are extensively
evaluated and analyzed in Section 5.3 and 5.2. Besides that the dimensions of the style
embedding after PCA is fixed to e = 30 and the minimal number of elements in O to
discover new pseudo-domains is fixed to o = 10 after preliminary experiments showed little
influence on model performance of those parameters. Another hyperparameter is the choice
of the style network that is fixed during training, here preliminary experiments showed
that the choice of the style network is not critical for the performance of CASA. The
performance threshold k depends on the task and performance metric used and is set to be
approximately as high as the average performance of domain specific models (see Section
4.3). The threshold used t is dependent on the data set used, therefore the threshold was
empirically set by analyzing mean distances of the style embeddings of the base training
data set. Details on k and t are given in the following.
Cardiac segmentation For segmentation, a 2D-UNet (Ronneberger et al., 2015) was
used as task network. The style network was a ResNet-50 (Ren et al., 2017), pretrained
on ImageNet and provided in the torchvision package. For segmentation, the performance
metric used in all experiments was the mean dice score (DSC) over the three annotated
anatomical regions (left ventricle, right ventricle and left ventricular myocardium). The
performance threshold k is fixed to a mean DSC of 0.75 based on domain specific models.
The distance threshold was fixed to t = 0.025.
1. https://brain-development.org/ixi-dataset/
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Lung nodule detection As a task network, Faster R-CNN with a ResNet-50 backbone
was used (Ren et al., 2017). For evaluating the style, we used a ResNet-50 pretrained on
ImageNet. For lung nodule detection, we used average precision (AP) as the performance
metric to evaluate the performance of the models with a single metric. We followed the AP
definition by Everingham et al. (2010). For lung nodule detection we set k to an AP of 0.5
and t = 0.025 for all experiments.
Brain age estimation As a task network, a simple 3D feed-forward network was used
(Dinsdale et al., 2020). The style network used in the pseudo-domain module was a 3DModelGenesis model, pre-trained on computed tomography images of the lung (Zhou et al.,
2020). For brain age estimation a 3D data set was used, thus we used a different style model
as for cardiac segmentation and lung nodule detection. The main performance measure
for brain age estimation we used was the mean absolute error (MAE) between predicted
and true age. For brain age estimation we set k to a MAE to 5.0 and t = 0.025 for all
experiments.
4.3 Methods compared
Throughout the experiments, five methods were evaluated and compared:
1. Joint model (JM): a model trained in a standard, epoch-based approach on samples
from all scanners in the experiment jointly.
2. Domain specific models (DSM): a separate model is trained for each domain in the
experiment with standard epoch-based training. The evaluation for a domain is done
for each domain setting separately.
3. Naive AL (NAL): a naive continuously trained, active learning approach of labelling
every n-th label from the data stream, where n depends on the labelling budget β.
4. Uncertainty AL (UAL): Is a common type of active learning which labels samples
where the task network is uncertain about the output (Budd et al., 2019). Here,
uncertainty is calculated using dropout at inference as an approximation for Bayesian
inference (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016).
5. CASA (proposed method): The method described in this work.
Joint models and DSM require the whole training data set to be labelled, and thus are
an upper limit to which the continual learning methods are compared to. CASA, UAL
and NAL use an oracle to label specific samples only. The comparison to NAL and UAL
evaluates if the detection of pseudo-domains and labelling based on them is beneficial in an
active learning setting. Note, that the aim of our experiments is to show the gains of CASA
compared to other active learning methods, not to develop new state-of-the-art methods
for either of the three tasks evaluated.
4.4 Experimental evaluation
We evaluate different aspects of CASA:
12
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1. Performance across domains: For all tasks, we evaluate the performance across
domains at the end of training, and highlight specific properties of CASA in comparison to the baseline methods. Furthermore, we evaluate the ability of continual learning
to improve accuracy on existing domains by adding new domains backward transfer
(BWT), and the contribution of previous domains in the training data to improving the accuracy on new domains forward transfer (FWT) (Lopez-Paz and Ranzato,
2017). BWT measure how learning a new domain influences the performance on
previous tasks, FWT quantifies the influence on future tasks. Negative BWT values
indicate catastrophic forgetting, thus avoiding negative BWT is especially important
for continual learning.
2. Influence of labelling budget β: For cardiac segmentation, the influence of the β
is studied. The labelling budget is an important parameter in clinical practice, since
labelling new samples is expensive. We express β as a fraction of the continual data
1
1
set. Different settings of β are analysed β = 15 , β = 18 , β = 10
and β = 20
. To solely
study the influence of β, the memory size in this experiments is fixed M = 128 for all
settings.
3. Influence of memory size M : For cardiac segmentation different settings for the
memory size M are evaluated. The memory size is the number of samples that are
stored for rehearsal, and might be limited due to privacy concerns and/or storage
1
space. Here, M is evaluated for [64, 128, 256, 512, 1024] and a fixed β = 10
. We
assume that the diversity of the data addressed by CASA is a result of the set of
scanners, not the number of images in the dataset, therefore M is fixed to specific
numbers rather than a fraction of the dataset.
4. Memory composition and pseudo-domains: We study if our proposed method of
detecting pseudo-domains is keeping samples in memory that are representative of the
whole training set for cardiac segmentation. In addition, we evaluate how the detected
pseudo-domains are connected to the real domains determined by the scanner types.
5. Learning on a random stream: We study how CASA is performing on a random
stream of data, where images of different acquisition settings are appearing randomly
in the data stream. In contrast to the standard setting, where these acquisition
settings appear subsequently with a phase of transition in between.

5. Results
5.1 Performance across domains
Here, the quantitative results at the end of the continual training are compared for a memory
1
size M = 128 and a labelling budget of β = 10
. Different settings for M and β are evaluated
in Section 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
Cardiac segmentation Performance for cardiac segmentation was measured using the
mean dice score. Continual learning with CASA applied to cardiac segmentation outperformed UAL and NAL for scanners C2, C3 and C4 (Table 2). For scanner C1, the
performance of the model trained with CASA was slightly below UAL and NAL. This was
13
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due to the distribution in the rehearsal memory, where CASA balanced between all four
scanner domains, while for UAL and NAL, a majority of the rehearsal memory was filled
with C1 images (further details are discussed in Section 5.4). Compared to the base model,
which corresponds to the model performance prior to continual training the performance of
CASA remained constant for C1 and at the same time rose significantly for C2 (+0.041),
C3 (+0.085) and C4 (+0.336), showing that CASA was able to perform continual learning
without forgetting the knowledge acquired in base training. UAL and NAL were also able
to learn without forgetting during continual learning, this is also reflected in a BWT of
around 0 for all compared methods. However, UAL and NAL performed worse in terms of
FWT and overall dice for C2 to C4. As expected, JModel outperformed all other training
strategies since it has access to the fully labelled training set at once and thus can perform
epoch-based deep learning.
Meth.
CASA
UAL
NAL
DSM
JModel
Base

C1
0.812 ± 0.017
0.816 ± 0.006
0.819 ± 0.003
0.835 ± 0.047
0.828 ± 0.009
0.814

C2
0.731 ± 0.025
0.700 ± 0.009
0.707 ± 0.005
0.718 ± 0.018
0.758 ± 0.020
0.690

C3
0.803 ± 0.015
0.764 ± 0.023
0.761 ± 0.013
0.773 ± 0.016
0.818 ± 0.023
0.718

C4
0.676 ± 0.158
0.652 ± 0.078
0.564 ± 0.064
0.833 ± 0.003
0.825 ± 0.016
0.340

BWT
−0.006 ± 0.009
−0.003 ± 0.013
−0.004 ± 0.003

FWT
0.086 ± 0.046
0.067 ± 0.031
0.060 ± 0.026

1
Table 2: Cardiac segmentation: Quantitative results for M = 128, β = 10
measured in
mean dice score. ± marks the standard deviations over n = 5 independent training runs.
Comparison between CASA (proposed method), Uncertainty AL (UAL), Naive AL (NAL),
Domain specific models (DSM), Joint Model (JModel) and the model after base training.
C1-C4 denote the scanners occuring in the continuous data stream. BWT and FWT mark
backward and forward transfer respectively.

Lung nodule detection In Table 3, results for lung nodule detection measured as average
precision are compared. CASA performed significantly better than NAL and UAL for all
scanners. For L4, which were the images extracted from LNDb, the distribution of nodules
was different. For scanners L1-L3, the mean lesion diameter was 8.29mm, while for L4,
lesion diameter was 5.99mm on average. This lead to a worse performance on L4 for all
approaches. Nevertheless, CASA was the only active learning approach able to label a large
enough amount of images for L4 such that it can significantly outperform the base model,
as well as NAL and UAL.
Brain age estimation Table 4 (c) shows the results for brain age estimation in terms of
MAE. CASA was able to perform continual learning without forgetting, and outperformed
UAL and NAL for all scanners (B1-B4) at the end of the continuous data stream. Comparing
MAE for B1 data for UAL (7.01) and NAL (11.91) with the base model (6.44) shows that
forgetting has occurred for UAL and NAL. For CASA, MAE for B2 and B3 was notably
higher than for B1 and B4 respectively. Due to the composition of the continual training
set, B2 (n=190) and B3 (n=146) occurred less than B4 (n=1504) in the data stream,
consequently leading to fewer B2 and B3 images seen during training, and consequently
a worse performance. Nevertheless, CASA was able to handle this data set composition
better than UAL and NAL.
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Meth.
CASA
UAL
NAL
DSM
JModel
Base

L1
0.664 ± 0.016
0.650 ± 0.011
0.619 ± 0.025
0.644 ± 0.036
0.728 ± 0.033
0.644

L2
0.543 ± 0.080
0.394 ± 0.058
0.472 ± 0.057
0.440 ± 0.060
0.649 ± 0.037
0.458

L3
0.816 ± 0.005
0.738 ± 0.038
0.765 ± 0.041
0.488 ± 0.102
0.793 ± 0.017
0.807

L4
0.229 ± 0.026
0.180 ± 0.021
0.184 ± 0.019
0.365 ± 0.062
0.454 ± 0.024
0.159

BWT
0.023 ± 0.037
−0.003 ± 0.048
−0.019 ± 0.025

FWT
0.025 ± 0.036
−0.015 ± 0.023
0.004 ± 0.009

1
Table 3: Lung nodule detection: Quantitative results for M = 128, β = 10
measured in
average precision. ± marks the standard deviations over n = 5 independent training runs.
Comparison between CASA (proposed method), Uncertainty AL (UAL), Naive AL (NAL),
Domain specific models (DSM), Joint Model (JModel) and the model after base training.
L1-L4 denote the scanners occuring in the continuous data stream. BWT and FWT mark
backward and forward transfer respectively.

Meth.
CASA
UAL
NAL
DSM
JModel
Base

B1
6.40 ± 0.35
7.01 ± 0.68
11.91 ± 2.31
6.28 ± 0.37
6.51 ± 1.07
6.44

B2
8.96 ± 1.16
12.22 ± 1.78
17.67 ± 2.90
4.77 ± 0.57
6.63 ± 2.09
18.26

B3
8.56 ± 1.14
9.75 ± 0.50
14.16 ± 3.52
7.16 ± 0.53
4.38 ± 1.31
11.43

B4
6.54 ± 0.70
12.92 ± 1.47
15.54 ± 2.20
4.42 ± 1.13
5.99 ± 0.53
15.86

BWT
0.45 ± 0.59
1.16 ± 0.39
1.87 ± 2.36

FWT
4.97 ± 0.23
1.66 ± 0.52
2.82 ± 3.44

1
measured in
Table 4: Brain Age Estimation: Quantitative results for M = 128, β = 10
mean absolute error. ± marks the standard deviations over n = 5 independent training
runs. Comparison between CASA (proposed method), Uncertainty AL (UAL), Naive AL
(NAL), Domain specific models (DSM), Joint Model (JModel) and the model after base
training. B1-B4 denote the scanners occuring in the continuous data stream. BWT and
FWT mark backward and forward transfer respectively.

5.2 Influence of labelling budget β
The influence of β on cardiac segmentation performance is shown in Figure 3. For the first
scanners C1 and C2, a similar performance can be observed for all methods and values of β.
This was due to the fact that all methods have a sufficient amount of budget to adapt from
C1 to C2. For C3, the performance for CASA was slightly higher compared to UAL and
NAL. The most striking difference between the methods can be seen for scanner C4. There,
1
CASA performed significantly better for β = 15 and β = 81 . For β = 10
CASA outperformed
UAL and NAL on average however, a large deviation between the individual five runs is
observable. Investigating this further revealed that CASA ran out of budget before C4 data
appeared in the stream for one of the random seeds. Thus it was not able to adapt to C4
1
for this random seed. For β = 20
, CASA consumed the whole labelling budget before C4
data occured in the stream. Thus, it was not able to adapt to C4 data properly. UAL only
had little budget left when C4 data came in and runs out afterwards thus, the performance
was significantly worse to the results with more labelling budget. NAL performed the best
1
for the setting with the lowest budget β = 20
, due to the fact that NAL labels every 20th
step and thus did not run out of budget until the end of the stream is reached.
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Figure 3: Influence of labelling budget β for cardiac segmentation with M = 128 comparing
CASA, uncertainty AL and naive AL. Performance was measured in mean DSC.
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Figure 4: Influence of memory size M for cardiac segmentation with labelling budget β = 10
comparing CASA, uncertainty AL and naive AL. Performance was measured as mean DSC.

5.3 Influence of memory size M
For cardiac segmentation, we investigate the influence of the training memory size M . The
memory size M influences the the adaption to new domains the the continuous data stream.
In Figure 4, CASA, UAL and NAL are compared for M = h64, 128, 256, 512, 1024i. For the
first scanners C1 and C2 in the stream, the performance was similar across AL methods and
settings of M . For M = 64, CASA could not gain any improvement in comparison to UAL
and NAL, meaning that the detection of pseudo-domains and balancing based on them is
more useful for reasonable large memory sizes. All methods performed best for M = 64
however, the memory on the end of the stream was primarily filled with C3 and C4 data,
which would lead to forgetting effects if training continues. In addition, a performance drop
for M >= 128 compared to M = 64 for C4 data can be observed. This is a sign that the
higher the memory size, the longer it takes for all methods to adapt to new domains. At
the end of the data stream training for C4 data has not saturated for a rehearsal memory of
size 128 and larger. The large variation in performance of CASA on C4 data across different
16
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sizes of M might be due to the early consumption of the whole labelling budget. For each
independent test run, the ordering of the continuous data stream is randomly changed,
some of those orderings led to CASA running out of budget before the stream ended, thus
the adaptation to C4 data was not completed.
5.4 Evaluation of the Memory and Pseudo-Domains
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Figure 5: t-SNE visualization of style embeddings for cardiac segmentation. (a) shows
the distribution of the different domains C1-C4 in the embedding space. (b) For CASA,
UAL and NAL the memory elements at the end of continual training are marked in the
embedding space, showing a balanced distribution for CASA. (c) Counts of elements in the
rehearsal memory at the end of training for CASA, UAL and NAL.
1
We analyzed the balancing of our memory at the end of training (with M = 128, β = 10
)
and the detection of different pseudo-domains by extracting the style embedding for all
samples in the training set (combined base and continual set). Those embeddings were
mapped to two dimensions using t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) for plotting. In Figure
5 (a), it is observable that different scanners are located in different areas of the embedding
space. Especially scanner C4 forms a compact cluster separated from the other scanners.
Furthermore, a comparison of the distribution of the samples in the rehearsal memory at the
end of training (Figure 5(b)) shows that for CASA, the samples distributed over the whole
embedding including scanner C4. For UAL and NAL, most samples focused on scanner C1
samples (base training scanner), and a lower number of images of later scanners were kept
in memory. Note, that this does not mean that UAL and NAL labelled primarily scanner
C1 samples but that those methods did not balance the rehearsal memory. So, labelled
images from C2-C4 might be lost in the process of choosing what samples to keep. As
shown in Appendix Figure 8, those observations were stable over differnt test runs. Figure
5 (c) confirms the finding. Here, the memory distribution for the compared methods over
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five independent runs (with different random seeds) demonstrated the capability of CASA
to balance the memory across scanner, although the real domains are not known during
training.
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Figure 6: Distribution of images of specific scanners (C1-C4) to the discovered pseudo1
domains for one run of CASA training with M = 128, β = 10
.
1
) resulted in 6-8 pseudoPseudo-domain discovery in CASA (with M = 128, β = 10
domains, showing that the definition of pseudo-domains does not exactly capture the definitions of domains in terms of scanners. In addition, the detection was influenced by the
order of the continuous data stream. Figure 6 shows the distribution of images from certain
scanners in the pseudo-domains for one training run of CASA (results for all n = 5 independent runs are shown in Appendix Figure 9). The first two pseudo-domains were dominated
by samples from scanner C1, while the last pseudo-domain consisted mainly of scanner C4.
The pseudo-domains 3-6 represented a mix of C2 and C3 data. This is consistent with
Figure 5 where we see that the distributions of C2 and C3 overlap while C1 and especially
C4 data is more separated.

5.5 Learning on a random stream of data
To analyze the influence of the sequential nature of the stream, we show how CASA performs
on a random stream of data, with no sequential order of the scanners used. Results are
given in Table 5. Note, that in this comparison adding randomness to the stream results in
eliminating the domain shifts between scanners and making the samples within the stream
approximately independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). CASA performed well on
a random stream however, for scanners with few samples in the training set (Scanner C2,
C4), a drop in performance was observed. This is due to the fact that the pseudo-domain
detection based on the outlier memory was not as effective as on a continuous stream, where
we expect a accumulation of outliers as new domains start to occur in the stream.
NAL performed well on a random stream, outperforming NAL on a ordered stream, as
well as CASA. Due to the randomness in the stream and the sampling strategy of NAL
(taking every n-th sample), NAL learned on a diverse set of samples and managed to reach
a more balanced training. Similar observations hold for uncertainty based active learning.
Mixing up the order of samples in the stream leads to an earlier occurrence of data from
C3 and C4, thus a better rehearsal set can be constructed with UAL. This highlights the
ability of CASA to learn under the influence of domain shifts. If no domain shifts occur in
the data the specific design of the approach does not provide a benefit.
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Meth.
CASA - Random
UAL - Random
NAL - Random
CASA
UAL
NAL

C1
0.816 ± 0.009
0.820 ± 0.006
0.826 ± 0.008
0.812 ± 0.017
0.816 ± 0.006
0.819 ± 0.003

C2
0.719 ± 0.011
0.717 ± 0.010
0.728 ± 0.007
0.731 ± 0.025
0.700 ± 0.009
0.707 ± 0.005

C3
0.778 ± 0.013
0.791 ± 0.006
0.802 ± 0.006
0.803 ± 0.015
0.764 ± 0.023
0.761 ± 0.013

C4
0.652 ± 0.078
0.740 ± 0.024
0.745 ± 0.021
0.676 ± 0.158
0.652 ± 0.078
0.564 ± 0.064

Table 5: Dice scores for cardiac segmentation on a random stream. CASA with M = 128,
1
β = 10
is compared to naive active learning. ± marks the standard deviations over n = 5
independent training runs.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
We propose a continual active learning method to adapt deep learning models to changes
of medical imaging acquisition settings. By detecting novel pseudo-domains occurring in
the data stream, our method is able to keep the number of required annotations low, while
improving the diversity of the training set. Pseudo-domains represent groups of images
with similar but new imaging characteristics. Balancing the rehearsal memory based on
pseudo-domains ensures a diverse set of samples is kept for retraining on both new and
preceding domains.
Experiments showed that the proposed approach improves model accuracy in a range
of different medical imaging tasks ranging from segmentation, to detection and regression.
Performance of the models is improved across all domains for each task, while effectively
counteracting catastrophic forgetting. Extensive experiments to gain insights on the effect of
the composition of the rehearsal memory showed that CASA successfully balances training
data between the real, but unknown domains.
A question that could be addressed by future research is that CASA needs to store
samples that are part of the memory from preceding domains until the end of training,
which could lead to data privacy concerns. A possible direction of further research is how
to combine the concepts presented in this work with pseudo-rehearsal methods that do not
store samples directly but rather a privacy conserving representation of the previously seen
samples. In our experiments, the memory size and the labelling budget β was fixed before
training while in real world applications running for possibly unlimited time, strategies
how to expand the memory to include a sufficient amount of samples to cover the whole
data distribution are needed. The labelling budget β might be increased based on the
samples already observed, for example a simple strategy would be to add budget for every
n − th sample observed. Another aspect relevant for the practical implementation is that
when deploying active learning approaches to real world applications, there is the need
for interaction with a human annotator during the annotation. While the trained model
can be used for clinical application if accuracy requirements are met, in practice active
learning would indicate the necessity of annotating further cases to update the model.
CASA is limiting this necessity of annotating and can be used to speed up the manual
annotation process by suggesting a possible annotation for human annotators. For example
when manual segmentation is required to derive a diagnosis, the proposed approach can be
easily extended to enable the generation of a suggestion for a segmentation that the human
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annotator only has to correct, leading to time-savings compared to manual annotation from
scratch.
In experimental validation we assumed a data stream to which data from new scanners
are added sequentially, i.e., one by one. However, in clinical practice, commonly multiple
scanners are used in parallel, leading to possible simultaneous updates and newly entering
scanners. Note that such a data stream with simultaneous additions would still be different
from the randomly mixed stream analyzed in Section 5.5 as multiple acquisition shifts would
still appear at specific time points in clinical practice. In addition to multiple scanners used
in parallel, it is desirable not only to include data from one hospital, but to include data
from different sites. Future work is needed to explore such a multi-site and multi-stream
setting. A possible approach might combine the presented approach with federated learning.
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Appendix A.

Figure 7: Style embeddings of CASA training memories for different runs with different
labelling budgets β.
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Figure 8: Style embeddings of training memories for different runs of CASA, UAL and
NAL.
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Figure 9: Distribution of images acquired with a specific scanner (C1-C4) to the discovered
1
pseudo-domains for five runs of CASA training with M = 128, β = 10
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